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Wahl Professional Introduces
High Precision, Ultra Close
Chromini T-Cut Trimmer
Wahl’s German T-blade trimmer built to line the neck, sideburns, and hairline.

sterling, il (september 4, 2015)
Wahl Professional is pleased to announce that Europe’s best
selling trimmer is now available in the U.S.
The Chromini T-Cut by Wahl is now available to American
professionals and makes the perfect companion for the
ChromStyle Clipper.
This lightweight yet powerful trimmer gets its name from its special
German made T-blade.
“The T-blade is ideal for detailing and getting into tight areas,”
said Laura VanderMoere, Director of Education for Wahl
Clipper Corporation. “The blades, while not adjustable, cut
extremely crisp.”
VanderMoere described the T-blade as “ultra close cutting” and
said the blade was ideal for detail and close trimming on the
neckline, ears and facial hair.
“The blade is also detachable which makes it easy to clean and
maintain,” VanderMoere added.
While the T-blade is a defining characteristic, the Chromini T-Cut
also features a 100 minute run time and a high speed rotary motor.
“I like the way it rolls in my fingers for versatility,” VanderMoere
said. “It feels solid, cuts solid. It has power, yet it’s not bulky or
offensive in your hand. The rotary motor kicks out 6,400 rpm,
which makes it perfect for any hair texture.”
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Simon Shaw, European Artistic Director of Wahl (UK) Limited agrees. “This unique trimmer
has super speed and an extra wide T-blade which makes it a great addition to any barber’s
or stylist’s kit,” said Shaw. “That’s why the T-Cut is so popular in Europe.”
In addition to its great features, the Chromini is easy to maintain. Just sanitize, oil and
charge. With its lightweight feel, powerful motor and precise cutting blades, it is sure to
become just as big a hit across the U.S. as it is in Europe.
“This trimmer is a chameleon,” VanderMoere said. “It doesn’t matter what your style or hair
texture is. This trimmer just works.”

About Wahl Clipper Corporation
Since 1919, with the invention of the first practical electric hair clipper, Wahl Clipper Corporation has
been the leader in the professional and home grooming category. Today, with over 2500 employees
worldwide, Wahl is proud to carry forward the tradition of innovation and superior customer service
that was created by Leo J. Wahl. Headquartered in Sterling, Illinois, Wahl distributes to 176 countries
and has eight global manufacturing facilities as well as eleven sales offices. At Wahl, we are proud
of our heritage of excellence as well as our remarkable list of groundbreaking innovations for the
present and future for the global market. Visit wahlpro.com for more details.
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